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EARS2 project planned as EARS1 ends

The Eastern Region Research Studentship (EARS) group of beekeeping associations is planning another
EARS project when the current PhD project comes to an end in 2013. Ricky Kather is the researcher of Sheffield
University carrying out the current project investigating the effect of viral diseases on honeybee recognition
systems and how these are exploited by the parasitic Varroa mite. Ricky has travelled round the region since
embarking on the research in 2009 reporting on her progress to all associations. This project is to conclude in
2013.

The New EARS2 Project
Wally Thrale of Bedfordshire Beekeepers Association has been organising a new project - EARS2 - says “We
now have commitments of just over £5,500 for another EARS project. This is just the essential financial ‘seed corn’; as you know, the bid
process is competitive and there may be better ones also seeking funding. Giles Budge (National Bee Unit) tells me he hopes that he can
arrange for another PhD student to work on the RNAi project at Aberdeen. (Ed. See below for the background to this project) Incidentally,
the Morley Foundation will continue to support us with £1,000pa for the four years. This is another great achievement for the Eastern
Region and it shows that we can fund research if we cooperate and join forces.”….Wally Thrale

Background details to EARS2 project – Will it be a Silver Bullet?
Press release by DEFRA 22 December 2010

Scientists may be able to halt global honey bee losses by forcing the deadly Varroa mite, lethal in the freezing weather, to self destruct.
The blood-sucking Varroa is the biggest killer of honey bees world-wide, having developed resistance to beekeepers’ medication. It is
particularly destructive in winter as depleted colonies do not have enough bees huddling together to keep warm.
Now researchers from the Government’s National Bee Unit and Aberdeen University have worked out how to ‘silence’ natural functions in the
mites’ genes to make them self destruct.
Dr. Alan Bowman from the University of Aberdeen said: “Introducing harmless genetic material encourages the mites’ own immune
response to prevent their genes from expressing natural functions. This could make them self destruct. “The beauty of this approach is that it is
really specific and targets the mites without harming the bees or, indeed, any other animal.”

The National Bee Unit
Dr Giles Budge from National Bee Unit, part of the Food and Environment Research Agency (FERA), said: “This cutting edge treatment is
environmentally-friendly and poses no threat to the bees. With appropriate support from industry and a rigorous
approval process, chemical-free medicines could be available in five to ten years.”
Environment Minister Lord Henley said: “This excellent work by UK scientists will keep our hives healthy and
bees buzzing.” The process uses the Nobel Prize-winning theory ‘RNA interference’, which controls the flow of
genetic information. So far the ‘silencing’ has worked with a neutral Varroa gene, which has no significant effect
on the mite. Scientists now need to target a gene with the specific characteristics that are perfect to force the
Varroa to self destruct. Tests by other scientists have shown the treatment can be added to hives in bee feed. The
bees then produce royal jelly containing the treatment for food for their young, where the Varroa hides. The
treatment has then found its target - the mite - and it self destructs. Click on this link to hear Dr Alan Bowman and Dr Giles Budge explain this
new work and possible treatment:- www.bbc.co.uk/earth/hi/earth_news/newsid_9306000/9306572.stm
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The Varroa mite, like a brown crab, is the biggest global killer of honey bees.
It originally attacked the Asian honeybee but jumped to the European honeybee, which has a poor natural defence.
The mite injects viruses, suppresses the bees’ immune system and feeds on blood.
Beekeepers use chemical controls but can never eradicate it and over the past decade the Varroa developed resistance to some
medication.
If untreated, or given inappropriate chemicals, it can take just 1,000 mites to kill a colony of 50,000 bees.
Honey bees are worth £200m to the UK economy a year through pollinating crops
The Varroa mite entered the UK in 1992.
Honey bee populations have dropped by 23 per cent since 1992, potentially costing the economy millions of pounds.
In 1992 there were 23,767 beekeepers and 151,924 colonies. In 2010 there have been 21,000 beekeepers, and 116,500 colonies.
In summer an average colony has 30,000 to 50,000 honey bees

Things to do in your apiary
August
Swarm controls are no longer required. The hive
entrance will be reduced to prevent robbing wasps or
other bees. The honey crop will be taken. Drones are
still present and activity slackens. Now is the time to
treat for varroa.
September
After varroa treatment is complete, feeding the bees
with sugar syrup is necessary to ensure they have
sufficient winter stores. Usually up to 9 litres of syrup
is needed. Feed all colonies at the same time in the late
evening.

Varroa Treatment - Apiguard will soon be available
at our regular Saturday apiary meetings.

Winter Feeding.
It is important that your colonies go into winter
healthy, with a fertile queen and sufficient stores.
This year we had a warm March and the bees began
to expand then came three weeks of rain when the
bees could not forage to collect pollen or nectar. Bee
inspectors reported loses of colonies from starvation
as bees were not sufficiently fed the previous
September. Feed your colonies well this September.

£17K Fine for Honey Scam
Jars of honey had to be pulled from shop shelves
because they did not contain a single drop.
Up to 2,484 containers were destroyed and food
inspection officials said: “It was just syrup.”
Aytac Foods denied the scam but were told to pay
£17,000 by magistrates in Worthing West Sussex.
newspaper article

Leiston contributed to a gift for the Queen

The above article is from ‘Beekeeping Study Notes’ by JD & BD Yates

Winter feed sugar syrup mix – 1kg sugar to 630ml water

Leiston Beekeepers contributed a block of wax for
BBKA’s gift of candles to the Queen to mark her
Jubilee. All associations involved were mentioned in
the presentation. The candles were made and
presented to the Queen by Andy Willis, prize winning
candle-maker of the 2011 National Honey Show.

